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Abstract 
We provide a proxy signature scheme using blind signature with 
instantaneous revocation. In the proposed schema, the original 
signer blinds his private key and sends it to delegated entity to 
sign on the message on behalf of him. The verifier in the 
proposed scheme will be able to verify the following upon 
receiving the message from delegated entity: 1) The message is 
coming from delegated entity (proxy signer), 2) The delegated 
entity is delegated from signer, 3) The Delegation Authority 
approves on this delegation, 4) The message is signed by the 
original signer. If the original signer wants to revoke this 
delegation he sends a revocation request to the delegation 
authority. The proposed schema inserts delegation authority to 
witness delegation like notary and verifies that the proxy signer 
does not violate the domain of delegation.  

1. Introduction 

Ordinary Signature Scheme is one of the most important 
primitive of public-key Cryptography. As a variation of 
ordinary digital signature scheme, a proxy signature allows 
a designated person, called a proxy signer (Delegated 
Entity), to sign the message on behalf of the original signer. 
Most proposed proxy signature schemes are based on 
discrete logarithm problems [1, 2, 3, 4, and 5]. Some proxy 
signature schemes are constructed from pairings [6, 7]. A 
few proxy signature schemes are constructed based on 
factoring problems. None of the above mentioned proxy 
signature schemes have the instantaneous revocation 
capabilities.   
 In the proposed schema, four entities are involved, 
Original Signer (S), Delegated entity (D), Trusted 
Delegation Authority (T), and a Verifier (V). The protocol 
produces a proxy signature on a message m.  Basically; the 
original signer can delegate his signing right to a designed 
proxy signer to sign a message on behalf of the original 
signer. Then, a verifier, which knows the public keys of the 
original signer and the proxy signer, can verify the validity 
of the proxy signature by a proxy signer. For instance, a 
manager may need to delegate his secretary to sign 
messages on behalf of him. However, it is dangerous for 
him to give his private key to his secretary. A proxy 
signature scheme provides a method, by which the original 
signer authorizes a designated person, called delegated 
entity, to sign messages on behalf of him. In some 

countries, it may be required for the delegated entity to 
sign on behalf of the original signer, a trusted third party 
must approve this delegation by giving warrant that 
specifies kind of message are delegated and delegation 
period. We suggest a trusted party called delegation 
authority who witnesses that the original signer has been 
delegated the delegated entity. The proposed scheme is 
divided into the following stages: 1) Setup Stage is 
executed once, 2) Signing Stage is done whenever D signs 
a message m on behave of S, 3) Verifying Stage is done 
when V verifiers the signature of S on m, 4) Revocation 
Stage is done once when S wants to end his delegation for 
D. 

2. Preliminaries 

Let E={ S, D, T, V} be the set of entities involved where S 
designates the original Signer, D designates the delegated 
entities (Proxy Signer), T for the  Trusted Delegation 
Authority  that witnesses that S has delegated D, and 
finally V represents the Verifier. Let X Є E, X is 
represented as follows. X= (pubx, privx, nx),   pubx is the 
public key of Entity X,   privx is the private key of X, and 
nx is the RSA constant.  Recall that pubx and privx are 
multiplicative inverses to each other mod Ф (nx ), where Ф 
(.) is the Euler totient function. We assume privx Є {MAX 
(px,qx), Ф (nx)-1} is a large prime for two large primes px,qx, 
and nx = px * qx. We also assume for message M the 
following holds: 
 (M pubx) mod nx)   privx) mod nx =  
(M privx) mod nx)   pubx) mod nx = M. 
We also assume for X Є E, X does not knows privy  of Y Є 
E, Y ≠ X but knows the rest of Y parameters and DCx 
denotes the digital certificate of  X Є E. Thus we can 
represent the entities involved as follows:  

1. S= (pubs, privs, ns). 
2. D= (pubd, privd, nd). 
3. T= (pubT, privT, nT). 
4. V= (pubv, privv, nv). 

 
For two entities X, Y Є E, Y ≠ X, a message m from X to 
Y is sent over a secure channel that follows the secure 
socket protocol as follows:  
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X signs on m, generating encrypt privx(H(m)) where H is a 
hashing one way function, X generates a session key SK, X 
generates the encrypted message encrypt SK (m ||encrypt 

privx(H(m))|| DCx),  X generates the digital envelop encrypt 
puby(SK) to achieve privacy, and finally X sends both the 
encrypted message and the digital envelop to Y. Y opens 
the envelop as follows: SK= decrypt privy (encrypt puby(SK)), 
Y gets  m ||encrypt privx(H(m))|| DCx  =decryptSK encrypt 
SK(m ||encrypt privx(H(m))|| DCx), Y verifies H(m) = 
decryptpubx(encrypt privx(H(m)) achieving authenticity, non 
repudiation, and message  integrity. 

3. The Proposed Protocol 

3.1 Setup Stage 

The setup stages involve 5 messages as shown in Figure 1. 
 
3.1.1 Delegation Request (S to T) 
S generates a Delegation Request message DReq and sends 
that request to T. DReq contains a warrant wm, which 
records the delegation policy including valid period, 
authority limitations, message type to be signed by the 
proxy signer. 
 
3.1.2 Approval Request (T to D) 
T verifies the signature of the original signer S on DReq. T 
approves this request by generating Approval Request 
message AReq and sends this message to D. AReq 
message contains the request of S for D to be his proxy 
signer, the context of delegation, the signature of S on this 
request, and the witnessing of T on that request by signing 
AReq message. 
 
3.1.3Approval Response (D to T) 
D approves the delegation from S, the context of delegation, 
and the witnessing of T on the delegation. D generates 
ARes message that include his acceptance for the 
delegation and the delegation terms.  
 
3.1.4 Delegation Response (T to S) 
T generates Delegation Response message DRes that 
contains the approval and the acceptance of the delegation 
and the witnessing of T on that delegation. 
 
3.1.5 Blinded Signature Key message (S to D) 
The only assumption we make is to consider privs is a 
large prime. 
S performs the following. 
a. S generates large prime N1Є {MAX (ps,qs),Ф(ns)-1 }. 

S computes N2 the inverse of N2 Mod Ф (ns) for two 
large primes ps,qs, and ns= ps* qs . 

b. S  Creates the blinded signature N3=N1 * privs , Thus 
N3 is as large prime which is hard to factorize. 

c. The blinded signature key N3 equals the multiplication 
of two large primes which is hard to factorize. S wants 
to send N3 to D to use in signing on behave of him 
without the knowledge of the original signing key privs. 

d. S Signs on (N3, N2) by his private key, creates M1= 
(N3, N2) privs Mod (ns). 

e. S creates an envelope BSK= (M1) pubD Mod (nD), 
where BSK is a Blinded Signature Key message. 

f. S sends BSK to D, D retrieves N3, N2 as follows: 
I. M1= (BSK) privD Mod (nD). 

II. (N3, N2)== (M1) pubs Mod (ns). 

 

Figure 1: Messages exchanged during the Set up Stage  

3.2 The Signing Stage 

The signing stage involves three messages as shown in 
Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: The Signing Stage 

3.2.1 Signing Request (D to T) 
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Assume D wants to sign a message M on behalf of S. D 
generates a signing request message SReq and send it to T 
on a secure channel as explained in preliminaries section 
above.   
 
3.2.2 Signing Response ( T  to  D) 
When T receives SReq, T retrieves M and checks that M is 
within the context and the authority of D as delegated from 
the original signer S, If D is dedicated with the policy of S, 
T will send a signing response to D approving for the 
signature by signing on M generating Signing Response 
message SRes, SRes contains the signature on M by T; S1= 
(H (M)) privTMod(nT ). 
 
A couple of points worth discussion. 
• We assume request / response is based on Remote 

Procedure Call (RPC) mechanism which requires a 
permanent on line connection between the requester 
and the Responder. Since this is required in every 
transaction, the overall performance may be degraded 
down. 

• We propose using mobile agent paradigm [8] and run 
time verification [9] only for the signing stage.  The 
Signing request message is carried out by a mobile 
agent generated by host D, Dispatched from D and 
arrives at T, and the communication line is 
disconnected between D and T as shown in Figure 3. T 
performs a run time verification to assure that D is 
dedicated with the delegation policy of the original 
signer S.  Then the mobile agent carries the signing 
response from T and returns back to D. 

 

Figure 3: The Mobile Agent 

• T to perform real time verification on M, A standard 
reference language for writing M is required. In that 
regard we assume using universal standard domain 
ontology. and ontology engineering [10] for that 
purpose. 

 
3.2.3 Signed Message  

D will verify the signature of T and add blind signature: 
S2= (S1) privDMod (nD). 
S3= (S2) N3 Mod (ns).   
D will send S3 and N2 to V through secure channel as 
explained in preliminaries section above 

3.3 Verification Stage 

V verifies the signature of D, T, and S on M as 
follows: 

a. S2=(S3)N2 Mod(ns)= 
((S2) N1*privs Mod (ns) N2 Mod (ns) = 
 (S2) privsMod(ns ). 

b. S1= (S2) pubD Mod (nD). 
c. H (M) = (S1) pubT Mod (nT). 

Thus V verified the following: 
• The message is coming from delegated entity 

(proxy signer), the delegated entity is delegated 
from signer, the delegation authority approves on 
this delegation, and the message is signed by 
original signer. 
T will notify S If D violates his delegation policy.  
In this case,  the signing response message as a 
response for the signing request message from D 
will be a rejection and T will refuse to sign on M. 
T will send a notification message to S, S will 
send a Revocation Request message RReq and 
Receives A Revocation Response RRes Message 
as will be shown in the next section. 

3.4 Revocation Stage 

Figure 4 shows the messages incorporated in the revocation 

stage. 

Figure 4: The Revocation Stage 
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3.4.1 Notification Message (T to S) 
When T detects that D violates the delegation policy as 
dedicated by S, T sends a notification message to S to 
inform him by this violation. 
 
3.3.2 Revocation Request (S to  T) 
Based upon the notification received from T, S sends a 
Revocation Request message RReq. 
 
3.3.3 Revocation Response (T  to  S) 
T replies to RReq by a Revocation Response message 
RRes to S. By RRes the delegation of S to D does no 
longer exist. 
 
3.3.4 Termination Notification 
T sends a termination notification message to D to inform 
him that the delegation of S to him is terminated. 

Conclusion and Future Work 

The basic advantage of the proposed protocol is as follows. 
The protocol is a fully controlled delegation protocol with 
instantaneous revocation capabilities. Using domain 
ontology for expressing delegation policy and run time 
verification for this policy deserves more investigation. 
The proposed scheme allows easy, simple, and 
instantaneous revocation. The proposed scheme suggests 
using ontology to allow real time verification for the 
message signed by the delegated entity (Proxy Signer) and 
assure the compliance of the proxy signer with the 
delegation policy dedicated by the original signer. 
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